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Economic analysis, serving for two centuries to win an understanding of the
Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations, has been fobbed off with another
bride -- a Theory of Value. There were no doubt deep-seated political reasons for
the substitution but there was also a purely technical, intellectual reason.
Joan Robinson [1956] i

--

If the last years of the nineteenth century witnessed the first, genuine articulation of a
professional self-consciousness among American economists, then they also demarcated the
establishment of an altogether novel protocol for those experts. This new agenda, developed
with increasing rigor and authority as the twentieth century beckoned, began a significant
reorientation of the field's object of study while at the same time it reconfigured long-standing
perceptions of the history of economic thought as a whole. Scientific sophistication necessarily
involved a revision of practice, yet it also encouraged the articulation of new perceptions of its
pedigree. ii Linking the object of study with particular and venerable authorities from the ages
was of singular importance to the successful construction of a distinctly professional knowledge.
Framing that understanding in a particular way was the result of both a social and an intellectual
process.
With their most apparent and seemingly immediate intellectual roots in the moral
philosophy of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, modern economists were (and are) eager
to invoke validation by impressive forebears and traditions. Yet that disciplinary genealogy was
not unproblematic and the tensions within it have punctuated the field's evolution ever since. It
is precisely for this reason that the turn of the twentieth century is regarded by the vast majority
of historians of economic thought as a decidedly revolutionary period in the discipline's past. By
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positing individual decision- making and goal-oriented behavior as the necessary focus of
investigation, modern economists succeeded in bringing centuries of analysis (and debate) to
ostensible closure.
Engaging with the intellectual ingredients of the transformation in the object of economic
analysis that began in the late nineteenth century is a necessary part of any effort to come to
terms not only with the modern evolution of the field in the United States but also with the
modern development of the social sciences as a whole. Becoming part of what they viewed as a
scientific and objective research protocol, American economists sought to embrace an analytical
rigor that could make sense of a deeply controversial field of inquiry and thereby lay a
foundation for a professional expertise that could put such a polemical ancestry to rest.
Understanding the lineage of a social process of professionalization in terms of its intellectual
antecedents is thus of considerable expository value. iii It also provides, for sociologists and
historians determined to understand professionalization processes overall, with a powerful casestudy of the intersections between the intellectual and social contexts that frame the emergence
of expert communities.

*****

On the one side, those who have celebrated professiona lism as the functional expression
of intellectual progress have, whether self-consciously or not, embraced the view of one of the
twentieth century’s most eminent sociologists who, over four decades ago, noted that the
scientific knowledge on which expertise subsists rests upon four central principles:
“universalism” -- accepting or rejecting truth claims independent of personal or political
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considerations; “communism” -- taking scientific knowledge to be the common property of all;
“disinterestedness” -- insisting upon neutrality in the evaluation of evidence and arguments; and
“organized scepticism” -- testing and scrutinizing all analytic claims. On the other, social and
cultural historians have tended to assess professionalism in a more critical way, noting that while
“[s]cience as a source for professional authority transcend[s] the favortism of politics, the
corruption of personality, and the exclusiveness of partisanship[,]” its mobilization in the hands
of professionals often involves the explicit pursuit of class privilege and anti-democratic
authority. iv
Whatever the relative virtues of a positivist or critical approach to an understanding of
professional expertise, clearly both the institutional setting within which scientific authority is
both nurtured and judged and the social contexts within which professionals organize and utilize
their skills powerfully determine the actual impacts of expert knowledge in a particular time and
place. Here too, of course, a conflict or consensus approach will yield dramatically different
conclusions, but it is perhaps the focus on process that a socio-historical perspective necessitates
which in this case rightfully takes center stage. Both the university and the professional society
may be assessed as either domains of objectivity and rigor or venues of corruption within which
“disinterested and dispassionate” learning are sacrificed to the goal of “‘practical’ efficiency”
and “the needs of earning and spending.”v Yet, either way, far too many investigations have
rested upon the examination of final results, however construed, rather than a close perusal of the
particular paths -- political, intellectual, social -- by which they were reached. vi
Decades of debate among historians and sociologis ts of science, concerning “internalist”
and “externalist” notions of the evolution of learning, have served to place the points at issue in
any study of professionalism and expert knowledge in sharp relief. Mid-twentieth century
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notions of science, fashioned at the hands of mainstream social theorists, emphasized the
functionalist attributes of expert practice and of the institutional forms within which it subsisted.
Closely identified with the work of Robert Merton and Talcott Parsons, this literature focused on
the behavioral norms by which scientists pursued their work. Early in the 1960s this approach
came under powerful attack by Thomas Kuhn. Rather than invoking a set of general rules by
which science and scientists pursued progress, Kuhn argued that the community of scientists
actually constituted a plurality of groups each committed to contesting paradigms in particular
disciplines. Discriminating among these approaches involved assessing the extent to which
particular paradigms were more or less capable of solving particular problems or puzzles at
issue. Transformations in prevailing wisdom, upheld by a majority of practitioners in a given
field, represented themselves as a series of “revolutions” in science itself. For Kuhn and his
followers, expert knowledge and communities of expertise were thus revealed to have
foundations more in conflict and debate than functional consensus. vii
Situating scientific controversy within its social and historical contexts has become the
preoccupation of scholars ever since Kuhn’s intervention in the literature. During the 1970s, the
elaboration of a new understanding of scientific progress focused on the circumstances -- social,
cultural, and political -- which allowed for the rise and fall of competing “belief systems” in a
given scholarly community. This new approach, some versions of which examined the rhetorical
and analogical strategies used in the creation of scentific belief, others of which more resolutely
emphasized the social practices and ideological interests of participants in scholarly debate,
served to beckon investigators not simply to novel interpretations of “scientific revolutions” but
also to undertake altogether innovative studies of research practice itself. Recognizing partic ular
groups of scientists as “interest groups” competing as much for prestige and influence as over a
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given set of ideas inspired several scholars, while others looked to ethnographic examinations of
“laboratory life” as a means to understand more fully the modern evolution of science itself. Yet
another sociological strategy utilized the insights of network theory to explicate the ways in
which groups of scientists elicited the support of others by the judicious use of incentives
(rhetorical, institutiona l, and material) offered in exchange. Overall, these more recent
techniques in the study of scientific knowledge-creation privileged the social examination of
epistemological conflicts over the textual appreciation of canonical outcomes. viii
Yet above and beyond the substantive content of expert knowledge, and the complicated
processes by which it evolves, scholars have always appreciated the fact that expertise is most
often deployed by credentialed elites. Professions and professionalization have thus necessarily
commanded the attention of investigators as well. In their classic interwar period study of the
history of some two dozen British professions, A.P. Carr-Saunders and P.A. Wilson firmly
established a functionalist approach to the phenomenon of professionalization. With this
positivistic outlook on professional authority and influence, one that emphasized the service
provided by expertise to society as a whole, an emphasis on the rise of specialized techniques,
formal training and licensing practices, and codes of ethics was a logical research protocol. At
the same time, the very findings of the functionalist “school” offered both empirical support and
conceptual inspiration to the arguments of others who saw, in professionalizing processes in
modern life, a self- interested pursuit of monopoly power. Needless to say, drawing attention to
the exclusionary nature of professions -- and its attendant denigration of amateurs, “cranks,” and
“quacks” -- emboldened the claims of both those who viewed its impacts as desirable and
welcome and those who took a more critical, even condemnatory stance. As with studies of the
sociology and the history of scientific doctrines, research on professions and professionalization

tended to yield an array of ambivalent conclusions.

ix
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To the system of professions as a whole, and to its complex patterns of both interlocking
skills and competing jurisdictional claims to authority, more recent scholars have drawn
attention. Not surprisingly, this more aggregate assessment of professionalization, one that
consciously avoids a focus on the nature and history of one profession at a time, draws
inspiration from and affords support to both functionalist and monopolistic notions of
professionalism. An integral part of this systems approach is its close identification of work
practices and skills with professional identity itself. In this regard, the practical impacts and
problem-solving capabilities of experts become the essential foundation of any understanding of
professional evolution and differentiation. At the same time, the “work” of professionals may
also be analyzed in terms of the rhetoric and discursive strategies used to legitimate it; the
“power” of an expert vernacular, in this case, “lies not in the language itself, but in the group
which authorizes it and invests it with authority.”x
Most historical examples of professionalization yield narratives consistent with a variety
of social theories, the applicability of which usually depends on the time- frame of the
investigation underway. The earliest stages of a profession’s development often conform more
with structuralist views than later evolutionary trends that often portray struggles for authority
more consistent with conflict assessments. Moreover, to the extent historians focus on the
attitudes of experts themselves, an understanding of professional ideology and rhetoric must
grapple with the self-deception frequently characteristic of the group as a whole. In short, the
inherently broad purchase of historical inquiry militates in favor of a multivalent view of
professionalization as a social (and political) process. xi
Instinctively oriented toward the documentation of agency and contingency in the past,
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historians find it only logical to assume that the construction of reason and “objectivity” is itself
a socially grounded outcome. “[N]o abstract force pushing inexorably toward greater
freedom[,]” expert knowledge, in both its formal manifestations and its applications, is
understood by historians to be “determined by the narrower purposes of men and women; their
interests and ideals shape even what counts as knowledge.” It is in this way that the evolution of
professional authority has “cast up a new world of power” that captivates the attention of
historians and draws them to analyze, as well, “the vast institutions that have arisen to manage
and finance the rationalized forms of human labor.” Not only expert knowledge itself but also
the institutional and social frameworks within which it is both cultivated and utilized necessarily
capture the historical imagination. xii
Understanding the particular evolution of an expert discipline must no doubt utilize an
array of methodologies and research techniques. In the case of American economics, the field’s
close connection with matters of public policy and governmental operations makes the task all
the more difficult. xiii Separating the mechanisms, internal and external, responsible for the
elaboration of a professional economic sensibility as well as the articulation of an expert
community of economists themselves becomes, in this context, a particularly daunting task.
Even so, the objectives of the enterprise have far less to do with the testing of specific
propositions or the evaluation of certain cognitive and analytical models than it has to do with
the making sense of a complicated and, at times, quite ambivalent historical record.
All this having been said, the professionalization of economics must first and foremost be
appreciated with reference to the powerful intellectual currents that framed the emergence of the
discipline from its earliest beginnings through the grand debates of the nineteenth and first
decades of the twentieth centuries. It is the burden of much of the discussion that follows to
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demonstrate the validity of this claim while at the same time striving to preserve an ideological
and controversial quality within the history of economic thought that has been, in more recent
decades, forgotten or repressed. By means of this excursio n into intellectual narrative and
analysis, a more thorough understanding of the history and sociology of professionalization in
American social science may be fashioned.

*****

Of fundamental importance to the modern transformation of economic thought was the
formulation of an initial idea that posed human needs in opposition to the availability of
resources -- an "availability" that, given the apparent scarcity characteristic of the natural world,
inherently limited the satisfaction of those needs. The archetypal individual could, therefore, be
conceived of as a locus of needs and desires that would be the primary foundation upon which a
theory of economic life could be built. Economy, in this context, appeared as a system of needs,
taken as an aggregate of individual desires, confronted with the scarcity of the means (both
animate and inanimate) with which to fulfill them. xiv
Insofar as any means-ends dichotomy formed the basis of a rational calculus of choice,
the market, as a realm of calculated decision- making, became the primary concern of modern
economic theorists. In the market the rational actions of the agents of the economic process
served to determine the movement of the economy as a whole. Market behavior, therefore,
grounded both the more complex aspects of economic life involving production and distribution,
and the more elementary moments of consumption and exchange. It was in this context that a
theory of price (directly linked with, as Joan Robinson once declared, the discipline's "new
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bride," a theory of value) became the central research focus of an array of late nineteenth and
early twentieth century theorists. xv
If prices were conceived to be indices of the relationship between the supply of and
demand for goods and services, being directly proportional to demand and inversely proportional
to supply, then for the emergent neoclassical tradition they became a social mapping of the
means-ends framework that defined the market to begin with. Relative prices, stipulating the
proportions at which goods and services could be exchanged one for another, could thus
represent a relationship of relative scarcit ies, expressing the availability of commodities in terms
of their respective demands. Within this conceptual framework, neoclassical theory grasped the
rational behavior of consumers as a device to secure a distribution of goods and services that,
given the relative scarcities of all these objects of desire, would yield the maximum possible
satisfaction of needs.
For modern economic theory, this conception of the rational foundations of the economic
process came to play a crucial role once production was explicitly introduced into the analysis.
Production became an extension into future time of the practice of rational decision- making.
Individuals could decide to defer present consumption if such an act would result in enough
increased future consumption to validate the initial deprivation and assumption of risk. These
intertemporal consumption decisions would become physically embodied, through the
mechanism of investment, in the means of production and the quantities of labor necessary for
the execution of chosen production tasks. The payments to the production inputs, in the forms of
interest and wages, arguing by direct analogy, would thus express the relative scarcities of those
inputs in terms of the demand for their final output. To the extent that the technique of
production in use, as exemplified by the proportions in which capital and labor were combined in
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the work-place, expressed the relative scarcities of equipment, tools, raw materials, and labor
itself, the payments to these "factors of production," and thereby the distribution of income
between property owners and laborers, would become a function of the technical conditions
surrounding the production process that confronted the choices (or demands) made by
consumers. xvi
The neoclassical economic theory that emerged at the turn of this century (and that has
characterized the evolution of the discipline ever since) analyzed the process by which rational
decision- makers, acting in the market, interacted with a price system for goods and services that
specified the techniques of production to be used (and, in so doing, the distribution of income) to
transform scarce inputs into final demanded outputs. This is a very broad and general outline of
the neoclassical conception of economic life, an approach that specified economic action as the
rational (that is to say, self-consciously calculated) allocation of scarce resources, over time, to
the fulfillment of competing ends. xvii

*****

In its intellectual origins and trajectory, the turn-of-the-century work of neoclassical
economists invoked a long and venerable tradition of inquiry among its classical ancestors and,
in fact, their precursors. Clearly, by doing so, a strong and compelling case for its probity and
efficacy could be made. At the same time, those aspects of the classical tradition that proved to
be troublesome, seemingly contradictory, or politically rather than scientifically motivated could
be jettisoned thereby allowing modern theorists to claim an objectivity and expertise inherent in
(and essential to) their professional aspirations. This was especially but not solely the case with
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respect to that restructuring of the classical paradigm conceived of by Karl Marx.
Some of the earliest conceptions of economic life located their primary analytical
categories in the natural realm -- in the sphere of subsistence. For the Physiocrats of the
seventeenth century (and certain of their contemporaries), it was clear that a science of society
had to "consider the common weal in terms of its essence, and humanity as a whole in terms of
its root, subsistence." Economy was thus viewed as an expression of the relationship between
the size of the human population and the availability of the means with which to maintain that
population. What framed this relationship was the physical interaction of human needs
(involving food, shelter, and reproduction) and the powers of nature. Social life was natural life
comprising a dynamic of necessity wherein "the inhabitants of any country [could] increase in
numbers until the ground refuse[d] farther nourishment."xviii
It was the analysis of this demographic relationship that lay at the heart of the emergent
classical tradition in economic thought. As the primary grasp of social life emerged from the
examination of the mechanisms of subsistence, the law-bound character of society was founded
upon the naturally specified conditions of the land. The scarcity or abundance of the fruits of the
soil determined the material conditions of the social system as a whole. Given this notion, the
Physiocrats conceived of social wealth as the natural product of the earth. Social progress was
thus dependent upon the ability to win greater surpluses, over the subsistence needs of the
population, from cultivation. The production of wealth was understood, in this sense, as a "law
of motion" of the social system; the science of society became necessarily an investigation of the
implications of that law. xix
The striking specificity of this early conception of economics was inherent in the
character of the posited object of the science itself. To the extent that the determinant of social
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welfare was a natural force (comprising, essentially, the fertility of the soil), this approach to
social inquiry located its object in a non-social realm. Indeed, the progress of society,
understood to be a function of the productivity of nature, could not be assessed in a truly
profound way; it could only be reckoned as a fortuitous circumstance arising out of natural
conditions. For the Physiocrats, "the land [was] a grateful mother, who return[ed] with interest
what [was] lent to her." The production of wealth was thus conceived of as a natural outcome.
Insofar as nature was opaque to the analysis of a social science, there was ultimately nothing that
could be said about social progress beyond the domain of the natural sciences. xx
Early modern economic thought, exemplified by the writings of the French Economists
and their intellectual companions in England and Scotland, analyzed a social framework the
characteristics of which were posed in an abstract fashion. It was precisely the significance of
this effort that has earned the "precursors" of the classical tradition an undisputed and honored
place in the history of economic thought. But the specificity of their investigations lay in their
reduction of a social condition to the status of a natural one. The very essence of society was
located, by these thinkers, in a natural struggle for the maintenance of the species.
Representations of that struggle were to be found in the dynamics of productive development,
such an evolution being powerfully limited by the natural context in which it moved. This
understanding of social life as a derivative of the natural life of the species posed the context for
the subsequent development of the classical tradition. Indeed, the history of economic thought
through the nineteenth century may be viewed, on one level, as the record of attempts to
incorporate this early view into a more general social theory. xxi
It was of course Adam Smith who provided the first systematic attempt to develop a
unified theory of economy and society in his Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of
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Nations [1776]. In that treatise, Smith endeavored to ground the production of wealth, and
thereby social progress, in a social framework -- the division of labor. "The greatest
improvement in the productive powers of labour," he declared in the famous opening of his text,
"and the greater part of the skill, dexterity, and judgment with which it is any where directed, or
applied, seem to have been the effects of the division of labour." Indeed, Smith's investigation
was linked with an awareness of the differences between what he called "barbarism" and
"civilized society," disparities uniquely related to the nature and extent of the social laboring
process. In this, Smith resolutely built upon the insights of Physiocracy; as Quesnay had
declared: "The whole magic of well-ordered society is that each man works for others, while
believing that he is working for himself."xxii
Throughout the Wealth of Nations Smith moved between two concepts of the division of
labor -- a conceptual antino my that had profound implications for the subsequent articulation of
the classical tradition in economics. One such idea was of a simple differentiation of the
laboring process among independent producers. This division of labor was premised upon what
Smith took to be certain natural aspects of human behavior. It was one's self- interest that
encouraged that individual to produce that which he/she had the resources to so fashion, and to
exchange the surplus of it "which [was] over and above his own consumption for such parts of
the produce of other men's labour as he ha[d] occasion for." Exchange thus rested upon the
freely determined opposition of individual wills in the market. Self- interest addressed selfinterest, and all this was expressive of "a certain propensity in human nature . . . the propensity to
truck, barter and exchange one thing for another."xxiii
A parallel notion of the division of labor, for Smith, was that of the intensive form that
arises in manufacturing. Interestingly enough, this form of the laboring process was introduced
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in the Wealth of Nations prior to the simple example noted above. By emphasizing the positive
impact of the division of labor upon the productivity of labor, the division of operations in a
manufactory was posited by Smith as a compelling example. Thus the first chapter of his Wealth
of Nations compared the efforts of an individual producer of pins with those in a pin factory
where: "One man draws out the wire, another straights it, a third cuts it, a fourth points it, a fifth
grinds it at the top for receiving the head; to make the head requires two or three distinct
operations; to put it on, is a peculiar business, to whiten the pins is another; it is even a trade by
itself to put them into the paper; and the important business of making a pin is, in this manner,
divided into about eighteen distinct operations."xxiv
So soon as Smith turned to the analysis of exchange, the difficulties associated with his
conflation of two conceptions of the division of labor emerged in a more problematic form.
Given a social division of labor, it was clear to Smith that it became necessary to consider the
process of exchange. Initially this is precisely what Smith did and he determined the value of a
commodity to be measured by the amount of labor it could purchase (or "command") in the
market. Yet at the same time, indeed on the same page of his treatise, Smith averred that value
was equal to the labor expended (or "embodied") in the production of a product itself. "Labour,
therefore, [was] the real measure of the exchangeable value of all commodities."xxv
On the one hand, Smith conceived of an individual who owned a surplus of certain
commodities that could be exchanged for other commodities desired. As a result, the value of
the goods owned was "equal to the quantity of labour which [they] enable[d] him to purchase or
command." Thus the value of a particular commodity to its owner was equal to the purchasingpower it enjoyed in the marketplace. On the other hand, Smith argued that value existed outside
the peculiar conditions of commodity ownership. The labor required to produce a commodity
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was an index of the true va lue of that good. If two shirts were exchanged for one coat, this could
only mean for Smith that the labor embodied in the shirts was equal, in some quantitative sense,
to the labor embodied in the coat. Labor was thus the intrinsic substance that posited the
commensurability of goods in exchange.
Upon closer examination it is clear that there was a relationship between Smith's
confusion with regard to a theory of value and his theoretical treatment of the division of labor.
In a world of individual producers, exchange could not be abstracted from the particularity of the
labor process involved. Each partner in an exchange would bring into the relation a specific
product-expression of their labor. The value of that labor, to its owner, would be realized in the
marketplace in the amount of the products of another labor that could be appropriated. Value, in
this sense, would comprise many facets that Smith nevertheless did not specify in his argument.
As two producers offered their goods to one another in the market, they would seek to equate the
concrete and useful effort represented by their respective products. In addition, the individual
skills and circumstances of production would be compared. Yet to elevate these conditions of
the exchange into abstract categories (such as some measure of the "labor embodied" in the work
performed) would be to deny the specificity of the exchange itself. Insofar as a labor-embodied
notion of value implied an abstraction of labor, from the concrete and useful representation of its
application, to the status of being a universal element of any exchange, an exchange among
individual producers (i.e., barter) was, in Smith's mind, transformed. xxvi
Even more problematic for Smith was the change in his understanding of the exchange
process necessitated by conceiving of the division of labor in detail. As in the celebrated case of
the pin factory, exchange was no longer an interaction of individual producers; indeed, how
could the painter of the pin and the person who packaged it participate in an exchange? To say
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that such an exchange could occur through the use of money would be to beg the question posed.
For if money stood as universal equivalent, then Smith faced the need to explain what that
universal element was with which money corresponded. The character of the production
process, epitomized in Smith's factory example, denied the specificity of producers and
universalized labor as an abstract entity. Exchange, in this framework, expressed a universal
quality of labor precisely because it could not do otherwise.
With the introduction of what was, in essence, the problem of prices and distribution in
"civilized society," the abstract discussion of exchange value receded from vie w in The Wealth
of Nations. In fact, the historical and political reality of the ownership of the means of
production by a particular class of individuals in the eighteenth century world of which he
theorized pushed Smith to argue that laborers were normally compelled to "share" the value they
produced with the providers of tools, raw materials, and work sites -- in short, with the owners of
capital itself. xxvii In this retreat from a theoretical cul-de-sac, Smith set the terms within which
classical economic theory would continue to evolve throughout the nineteenth century. Within
that later trajectory, as well, were shaped the analytical boundaries and methods of the
neoclassical "revolution." No figure was more central to that intellectual evolution than the
brilliant English theorist (and remarkably influential Member of Parliament) David Ricardo.

*****

Uniquely framed by the controversy over the Corn Laws that punctuated his career in
public life, Ricardo's research on economic matters not surprisingly deployed the insights of both
the Physiocrats and Adam Smith. Struggling to understand the influence of labor costs upon
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profits, Ricardo held to the fundamental proposition that "it [was] the profits of the farmer which
regulate[d] the profits of all other trades, -- and as the profits of the farmer . . . necessarily
decrease[d] with every augmentation of Capital employed on the land, provided no
improvements [were] at the same time made in husbandry, all other profits [had to] diminish."
This central idea was to find its fullest expression in a remarkable 1815 "Essay on the Influence
of a Low Price of Corn on the Profits of Stock."xxviii
Formally, Ricardo posited an economy in which the production of a consumption good
was achieved by the interaction of labor with that good. This good produced both laborers, in its
capacity as a consumption item, and itself, in its role as a capital good. As a straight-forward
example, Ricardo thought of corn (or, for that matter, any other agricultural foodstuff) as this
universal consumption-capital good. The production of corn (assuming no rent being paid for
the land) involved labor, L, and its wage, w -- payment being made simply in amounts of corn.
If output was Y, the rate of profit, r, would vary as:

r = (Y-wL)/wL
= (Y/wL) - 1
= y/w - 1 ; y = Y/L

For Ricardo, the profit on capital (capital being wL -- that is, the corn required to
maintain the labor force) was a function of the extent to which the productivity of labor (in terms
of output per head, y) exceeded the productivity of corn in the "production" of the working
population. In other words, the deviation of y/w from unity expressed the net-productivity of
nature. Insofar as production could exceed the subsistence requirements of the economy, a
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positive rate of profit would prevail. Otherwise, with subsistence just being met, the economy
would be in a steady-state with a profit-rate of zero. If y/w was less than 1, the economy would
descend into famine. xxix
That this "corn model" of economic life bears striking and profound affinities with the
arguments of the Physiocrats is revealed so soon as we note its explicit reduction of the economy
to a natural condition. It is the "net productivity of nature" that determines the movement of the
system. To what extent, if at all, output per capita exceeds the subsistence requirements of the
labor force is a function of nature, of the biological character of both the corn plant and the
working population? It cannot be understood by social parameters. This is hardly surprising
given the fact that in this "model" there is only one commodity -- corn. So soon as Ricardo
posited a world of exchange in his investigations, a world of heterogeneous commodities, a
world in which inputs and outputs were qualitatively dissimilar, he forced himself back upon the
vexing puzzle of exchange that had bedeviled Smith -- the problem of price-formation. Like
Smith, arguably like all of the classical economic theorists of the nineteenth century, Ricardo had
to confront the need to specify a "rule" by which goods could be exchanged in the marketplace.
It is this theoretical task that informs the core of his landmark work On the Principles of Political
Economy and Taxation [1817]. xxx
The crucial aspect for the development of classical economic theory -- involving the need
to theorize about a world of heterogeneous commodities -- is also part of an important distinction
between the earlier work of the Physiocrats and the later work of the classical tradition. Clearly
"the Physiocrats did not need a theory of value at all in order to give expression to the idea of . . .
a surplus. In early agricultural production, as distinct from manufacture, the commodities
comprising the input [were] likely to be qualitatively similar to those comprising the output, so
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the creation of the surplus [could] be plausibly described in real terms without the intervention of
a value theory." Hence the impressive and evocative simplicit y of the corn model was shown by
the fact that "it [made] possible an understanding of how the rate of profit [was] determined
without the need of a method for reducing to a common standard a heterogeneous collection of
commodities." This method for "reducing heterogeneous commodities" precisely involved the
articulation of a value rule. xxxi
In Ricardo's sustained struggle to overcome the limitations and contradictions of the
classical theory of economic value are to be found the very controversies and confusions that
would characterize the evolution of economic thought through to the twentieth century. By
attempting to develop his theory of value on the basis of Adam Smith's investigations, Ricardo
immediately confronted the confusion between the labor-commanded and labor-embodied value
rules. If, for example, the labor required to produce a given wage-bundle were to double, then it
was clear to Ricardo that the value of the output, as measured by the amount of labor embodied
in it, would have increased one hundred percent. Yet it did not follow, Ricardo soon realized,
that the labor-commanded value of the output would have also risen by the same amount. That
calculation would depend on other relative prices in the marketplace -- in other words, the laborcommanded value of output would always depend on the purchasing power it represented. If
wages, measured in amounts of corn, increased, while the amount of other goods that could be
purchased with that corn fell (due to changes in relative prices), the contradiction was obvious.
On the one side, it appeared that labor had risen in value (if measurement was made with
reference to the labor embodied in corn); on the other, it appeared that labor had decreased in
value (if measurement was made with reference to the labor commanded by the corn in
exchange). It was this puzzle that then preoccupied Ricardo for the remainder of his life.
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After long consideration of the value problem, Ricardo concluded that the laborembodied principle was "under many circumstances an invariable standard" of the value of
commodities overall. He noted that the labor-embodied standard would allow for the
determination of commodity values not simply in terms of the immediate labor involved in
production, but also in terms of the labor wrought up in the tools, machinery, plant, and raw
materials that were included in the process. This combination of direct and indirect labor
constituted the central concern of Ricardo's theory of value. Any changes in the productivity of
labor, throughout the "pipeline" of production, would necessarily be reflected in changes in the
total value of final output. Thus, if variations in the monetary standard of measurement were
ignored, the wages of direct and indirect labor could be taken as the specified value of a good -further assuming that skill differences and varying work intensities were also taken into
account. xxxii
The difficulty of Ricardo's formulation of the value problem quickly became apparent so
soon as he moved on to consider the role of fixed capital in production (thereby moving his
analysis beyond the simplicity of the "corn model"). The problem may be simply posed if we
imagine three sectors of production in which, faithful to Ricardo's idea of value, all evaluation is
done in units of labor embodied. Consider the following data:
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Sector 1

Sector 2

Sector 3

Value of
means of
production

20

40

40

Value of
labor inputs

40

30

30

Value of
total capital
advanced

60

70

70

Profit in
units of
labor

40

30

30

Total value
of output

100

100

100

Now, in the economy as a whole, the total profit is 100; the total capital advanced is 200.
Therefore, the economy-wide rate of profit (simply dividing total profit by total capital
advanced) is 0.5. Yet the prices of the outputs of each sector must resolve themselves into the
following:

Pi = Ki(1 + r) ; (i = 1, 2, 3)

where Pi is the price of the commodity produced by the ith sector, Ki the total capital advanced
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to its production, and r the "equilibrium" (or, economy-wide) rate of profit. Thus we obtain the
following results:

P1 = (40 + 20)(1 + 0.5) = 90
P2 = (40 + 30)(1 + 0.5) = 105
P3 = (40 + 30)(1 + 0.5) = 105

If however we reckon in values, all three commodities must exchange as equivalents. In that
case, the profit-rate in each sector must vary as:

ri = (Vi - Ki)/Ki ; (i = 1, 2, 3)

where ri is the sectoral profit-rate and Vi the total value of the output in that sector. We thus
have:
r1 = 0.66
r2 = 0.43
r3 = 0.43

In order for equal profit-rates to prevail in each sector, an "equilibrium" condition
premised upon the idea of competitive markets (where capital would always seek out sectors
where a specific profit-rate was higher than the average, thereby ultimately driving all sectoral
rates to a common level), we see that prices must necessarily diverge from values. For prices to
be consistent with the labor-embodied value rule, the notion of equilibrium economy-wide
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profit-rates must be abandoned. There is the further problem that if the return to capital is (more
realistically) a function of the time of production, r will have to be computed as part of the price
of output in each, successive production period. xxxiii
For Ricardo the puzzles attendant upon his effort to formulate a consistent theory of
economic value moved his analysis to a focus on a theory of prices alone. By locating the value
problem in the sphere of price- formation, his work presented a striking contrast to the position
taken by Adam Smith with regard to those exceptions to the value criterion arising from the use
of fixed capital in production. Whereas Smith specified the problem as an historical and social
one in which the laborer had to share the value produced with both the capitalist and the rentier,
Ricardo believed the difficulty to be linked with the conditions of the production process. There
was, he argued, an opposition between the general category of value and the apparently technical
specificity of the commodities being produced in an economy. The "difficulty . . . in finding a
measure of value applicable to all commodities," he declared, "proceed[ed] from the variety of
circumstances under which commodities [were] actually produced." This stumbling block was
the theoretical motivation behind Ricardo's enduring concern to find an invariable standard of
measure of value. It was an analytical quest in which he never succeeded. xxxiv
The intractable difficulty of finding an invariable value standard derived from the fact
that isolating such a measuring-rod required the discovery of a commodity the conditions of
production of which never changed. Any variation in the value of another commodity, in terms
of the standard, could be unambiguously related to changes in that commodity's conditions of
production and not to those of the standard itself -- if only such a "standard commodity" existed.
Even if, Ricardo soon realized, gold or some other monetary medium were taken to be that
standard, if the conditions of its production changed -- in other words, if the labor embodied in
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its manufacture or extraction rose or fell due to productivity changes -- straight- forward (and
invariant) value measurement would again be impossible. xxxv
For all these reasons, and in a theoretical move that dramatically restructured the
subsequent development of modern economic theory, Ricardo ultimately abandoned his
investigation of the absolute value of commodities and turned instead to a focus on relative value
relationships. In a famous letter to the Reverend Thomas Malthus, he summarized his reasoning
as follows:

Political Economy you think is an enquiry into the nature and causes of wealth -- I
think it should rather be called an enquiry into the laws which determine the
division of the produce of industry among the classes who concur in its
formulation. No law can be laid down respecting quantity, but a tolerably correct
one can be laid down respecting proportions. Every day I am more satisfied that
the former enquiry is vain and delusive, and the latter only the true objects of the
science. xxxvi

Unable to resolve the contradictions of the classical theory of value, Ricardo thus pursued
an investigation of relative values, that is of the prices of an economic system. Indeed, for this
reason, the bulk of his core treatise on the subject was ultimately concerned with the movement
of prices under varying conditions of accumulation, population growth, and taxation. Classical
economic theory had, in the hands of one of its greatest contributors, encountered a conceptual
predicament from which there was no escape short of radical alterations in both the object and
the purpose of the science.

*****
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Of the most immediate and influential efforts to move economics beyond the dilemmas
that frustrated Ricardo there was none more significant than that of Karl Marx. Yet, ironically
enough, while Marx succeeded in positing an altogether new conception of the purpose of
economic analysis, he nevertheless failed in decisively changing the object of its investigation.
In both his success and his failure, he set the stage for the transformation of the discipline that
began at the end of the nineteenth century. For this reason it is arguably the case that, contrary to
most popular and professional perceptions of the history of economic thought, Marx stands as
perhaps the most important and consequential architect of the modern field as a whole. xxxvii
On the one hand, Marx's effort to move economics beyond the confines of Ricardo's
contributions posed a galling and unavoidable challenge to those social investigators who found
in the emergence of the liberal capitalist order that arose in the wake of the democratic and
industrial revolutions of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries much to admire. In this negative
respect, his work molded the research and aspirations of generations of economists throughout
Europe and the United States. Moreover, because of (if not in spite of) the role Marxian
economic theory played in inspiring the two most important political revolutions of the twentieth
century, Marx's extensive corpus remained (and has remained), like the striking image he
invoked in one of his most famous publications, a spectre haunting the mainstream social
sciences to the present day. xxxviii
On the other hand, Marx's economics, exemplified by his magnum opus Capital,
refashioned yet at the same time reiterated the puzzles and weaknesses of the classical tradition.
It did so, perhaps in part because of the impassioned political vocabulary in which it was
constructed, in ways that encouraged and facilitated a pivotal transformation in the goals and
objectives of economic inquiry as a whole. Yet it was not simply the normative content of the
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Marxian approach that invited criticism and refutation; the positive claims Marx made for an
economic science, to the extent they made even more vivid the illogical and contradictory
approach of the classical school, paved the way for a compelling and strikingly persuasive
reconstruction of economics itself.
Like his classical forebears, Marx argued that the background of the social practice of
exchange, and thereby of the process of abstraction that posited a commodity as a general value
in the market (and not simply as a specific use-value), was the social division of labor. To the
extent that abstract labor was the foundation of the general character of a commodity, as a social
use- value, then abstract labor itself, Marx concluded, was the basis of exchange value. It was
thus necessary to locate the source of value in the general element of the system of exchange -namely, abstract labor or what he called "labor power." In order to define that generalizing
principle that made specific things assume the form of social values, it was necessary to locate
that essence, underlying all commodities, that was "common to them all" -- human labor. Yet
Marx's ultimate identification of the magnitude of value with labor-time posed fundamental
problems for his analysis -- problems that arose for the same reasons that accounted for the
theoretical failures of the classical theorists. xxxix
There was no substantial argument given by Marx, analogous in many ways to the silence
on similar issues to be found in the work of Smith and Ric ardo, to account for the measurement
of value in labor-time. The entire issue was, in fact, discussed in Capital by means of what were,
more or less, definitions. It was in the attempt to define the value of a commodity produced by
labor and capital equipment that the difficulty with the labor-time criterion was most clearly
posed. For in order to evaluate fixed capital in terms of dated labor, it was necessary to invoke a
physical parameter of depreciation. In other words, Marx (just like Ricardo) could determine the
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value of a product only by conceiving of the bit-by-bit transference of the value of fixed capital
to that of the final output. But in doing so, Marx severed the connection between the sphere of
production and that of the market. It was exceedingly difficult to justify this position, wherein
depreciation was grasped as a physical process independent of the market forces specifying rates
of interest and profit. The determination of the value of a product, for Marx, was thus solely
dependent upon the contributions of direct and indirect labor as well as the uncompensated
extraction of value by the owners of capital (i.e., "exploitation"). In this conclusion, Marx
simply recapitulated the confusion so characteristic of Ricardo's work -- how could commodity
values be determined independent of and prior to relative prices?xl
Hardly surprising then is the fact that Marx came face to face with the same problem of
price calculation that plagued Ricardo. He invested an enormous amount of energy trying to
resolve it, and indeed devoted a large portion of the third volume of his treatise on Capital to its
discussion. What has come to be known in the literature as "the transformation problem" in
Marxian economics, a computational task intended to show how values measured in labor-time
may be "transformed" into market prices, is nothing more nor less than the same conceptual
contradiction epitomized by Ricardo's vain search for an "invariable standard of measure" of
economic value. What formal advances have been made in solving it have nevertheless always
failed to address the substantive fallacy, in both the classical and Marxian traditions, it
represents. How can values determine prices if prices themselves affect the measurement of
values? The circularity of the classical and Marxian arguments could never overcome this
problem of simultaneity. xli

*****
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Seeking a foundation upon which a more adequate understand ing of economic issues
could be built, several late nineteenth century thinkers pursued a research agenda that, in their
minds, would overcome the pitfalls of classical and Marxian analysis, while at the same time it
incorporated their most viable and enduring features. That this project, beyond its theoretical
articulation, also entailed a sometimes unconscious but most often explicit rejection of prior
claims regarding the social and political origins of poverty, inequality, and economic instability,
only made more powerful its appeal to an emergent community of social science experts and
professionals. Even so, it would be a mistake to conclude that the rise of a neoclassical
economics represented simply a process of ideological reconstruction per se. On the contrary,
modern economics -- perhaps most vividly in its American version -- owed its progress as much
to new late nineteenth and early twentieth century intellectual fashions as it did to the pursuit of
particular political and social goals.
Of those end-of-the-century vogues in social thought that had such a profound impact on
what modern economists thought about, and how they thought about it, none was more important
than the propositions advanced by the British empiricist tradition concerning the starting point of
effective social analysis as a whole. The central analytical motif of empiricism was to pose the
individual in nature as the necessary starting-point of any theory of social life. By reflecting
upon the subjective apprehension of the individual, the empiricists believed that substantive
insight could be gained regarding the forces and behaviors that molded society itself. In this
conceptual framework, society could properly be viewed as the sum of its parts. "Read thy self,"
Thomas Hobbes had declared at the outset of his monumental study of Leviathan. "[W]hosoever
looketh into himself," he wrote, "and considereth what he doth, when he does think, opine,
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reason, hope, feare, & c, and upon what grounds; he shall thereby read and know, what are the
thoughts, and Passions of all other men, upon the like occasions."xlii
In what was a deft, if not self-conscious, alteration in the particular approach of the
Physiocrats and the early classical economists, the empiricists understood the problem of scarcity
and the material limitations of the natural world to be primarily conditions of subjective
experience. An individual, confronted with needs and desires of which they were absolutely
conscious, was thus counterposed to nature itself. In the necessity of procuring food, shelter, and
conveniences conducive to physical and psychic satisfaction, humanity, by virtue of this
antagonism between self and nature, became a conquerer of the natural realm. This conclusion
seemed irrefutable to the empiricists, and it seems so to this day, because if "we consider
ourselves in the condition we are in the world, we cannot but observe that we are in an estate, the
necessities whereof call for a constant supply of meat, drink, clothing, and defence from the
weather, and our conveniences demand yet a great deal more. To provide these things, Nature
furnishes us only with the material, for the most part rough, and unfitted to our use; it requires
labour, art, and thought to suit them to our occasions."xliii
On the basis of need and desire, according to the empiricists, confronted with the
necessity of winning satisfaction from nature, the individual became an activity -- a laboring
entity. Spurred by need, the individual had to apply physical and mental powers to the natural
world in order to procure those things conducive to happiness. This need, this uneasiness, in the
face of nature, became "the chief, if not only spur to human industry and action." Labor thus
opposed nature and conferred upon it a form that made it adequate to the satisfaction of human
needs, desires, and hopes. In the act of appropriation in the natural world, the products of labor
would thus become useful to particular individuals. xliv
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Having grounded the ultimate determination of social behavior in the life of the
individual, the empiricist tradition similarly located the right of property in the sphere of
individuality. The fruits of labor were an extension of a person's will; the act of laboring served
to remove a piece of nature from its given (and natural) condition. Work thus transformed
objects into use-values. As an expression of an individual's action, work was the right, indeed
the necessity, of an individual's existence. A product of work thus "ha[d] by this labour
something annexed to it that exclude[d] the common right of other[s]." It was on this basis, a
conceptual link between individual working activity and the right to property, that the empiricists
created a general conception of the social life of the species. xlv
It would be difficult to overemphasize the significance and impact of the empiricist
notion of property-right for the modern development of economic theory. Especially in the wake
of the American and French Revolutions, it seemed appropriate to neoclassical economists later
in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries to seize upon a subjective theory of economic value and
exchange that privileged individuality as both a concept essential to the further development of a
social science and as a virtuous ideal. Clearly, in the absence of the individual right to the
products of one's labor, it would be impossible to begin a social analysis with reflection upon
individual efforts to fulfill need. In a system devoid of property-right, the individual would have
no reason to work, they would lack the incentive and drive to fashion objects of nature into
objects of use. This argument, of course, had been most apparent to the empiricists themselves.
Given no certainty as to the security of their labors, individuals would not strive to use "labour,
art, and thought" in nature; social life would, by contrast, degenerate into an existence of fear,
violence, deceit, and usurpation. Human life would thus be an expression of "that condition
which is called Warre; and such a warre, as if of every man, against every man." In a disordered
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world of struggle and domination,

every man [would be] Enemy to every man; the same [would be] consequent to
the time, wherein men live without other security, than what their own strength,
and their own invention [would] furnish them with all. In such condition, there
[would be] no place for Industry; because the fruit thereof [would be] uncertain:
and consequently no Culture of the Earth; no Navigation, nor use of the
commodities that [might] be imported by Sea; no commodious Building; no
Instruments of moving, and removing such things as [might] require much force;
no knowledge of the face of the Earth; no account of Time; no Arts; no Letters; no
Society; and which [would be] worst of all, continual fear, and danger of violent
death; And the life of man, solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and short. xlvi

That a social science could be elaborated on the basis of these fundamental ideas seemed
clear to the empiricists so soon as one considered the fact that there must arise some means by
which labor and its fruits could be assured security. Such security would not only validate the
efforts of individuals to meet their needs and desires through work, it would also provide the
encouragement and incentive to extend laboring activity in the hopes of acquiring a greater and
greater quantity (and quality) of use-values from nature. This notion of development and social
progress (whereby human life wo uld cease to be "nasty, brutish, and short") was linked, in the
empiricist view, with the entire idea of property-right and the role of a state.
If the seeking of self- interest was a natural, human trait, then so was the reason of
individuals that would encourage them to agree to various "Articles of Peace" that would secure
the products of labor to each person. By agreeing to recognize the right of individual property
(i.e., private property), the "state of Warre" among people would cease and the common-wealth
begin. Such an agreement was, for the empiricists, the genesis of the state proper -- of law,
government, and civil right. Insofar as the foundation of the system was self-seeking labor, the
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expression of which was individual property-right, it appeared then that "[t]he great and chief
end therefore, of Men uniting into Commonwealths, and putting themselves under Government,
[was] the Preservation of their Property." All of these social theoretic convictions were born of a
subjective introspectio n that had informed the empiricist project from the start. Indeed, it
seemed obvious that "[t]he Passions that encline men to Peace, are Fear of Death; Desire of such
things as are necessary to commodious living; and a Hope by their Industry to obtain them."
Private property-right, law and government, and the subjective individualism necessary to an
understanding of social life all seemed obvious outgrowths of human nature itself. xlvii
Upon the immensely persuasive and seemingly rigorous intellectual foundations of
empiricism, economic theorists of the turn of the century built a wholly new science, one that
could move decisively beyond the puzzles and difficulties encountered by the classical theorists.
To be sure, the notion of the free and independent individual that formed the basis of
neoclassical analysis was in fact, by the late nineteenth century, an historically palpable reality
that commanded the attention of an array of thinkers. It is hardly surprising that in the wake of a
series of bourgeois revolutions, many social thinkers would be drawn to the conviction that the
individual was coterminous with social life as a whole. xlviii
Yet far from an unself-conscious theoretical turn, the neoclassical focus upon individual
behavior and decision- making, as the necessary object of a reformulated economic science, was
the product of a careful reflection upon the traditional concerns of theorists with understanding
the relationship between human desire and the apparent scarcity of the natural world. Wealth,
for this new breed of economist, was obviously a collection of all things, material and
immaterial, that were useful but scarce; "useful" in the sense that they satis fied a human need or
desire, "scarce" insofar as their available quantity was not sufficient to meet the constellation of
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needs in their entirety. Thoroughly examining this nexus between human goals and natural
limits was thus the task of a modern economics, a task that could be linked to what had been
literally centuries of tradition in the field. xlix
Subjective reflection allowed neoclassical thinkers to begin analysis with a series of
virtually axiomatic claims. Given a liberal democratic order, useful things in limited quantity
were appropriable. To the extent that unlimited abundance obviated the need for appropriation,
and given that no rational individual would seek to acquire useless things, the world of goods
and services (i.e., "commodities") would either be appropriated for an individual's consumption
or their excess over and above their need would be exchanged for other needed or desired
entities. Useful things, limited in quantity, were thus valuable and exchangeable. They could
also be increased in quantity by industry. In these specific generalizations, neoclassical theory
could build upon the plausible findings of classical analysis and move the discipline beyond their
weaknesses.
By starting with the subjective valuation of the material world by a hypothetical
individual, modern economic theory then necessarily confronted the problem of the exchange of
goods and services among individuals. Once again, economists found their analytical energies
devoted to the understanding of value and its expression, price. The outward manifestation of a
commodity's value was thus defined by the relative quantification of its worth in terms of other
goods and services. Assuming free and uncoerced bargaining in the marketplace (which is to say
that exchange would take place within a legal framework epitomized by Hobbes' "Articles of
Peace"), the consummation of a transaction was taken to express an agreed- upon equivalence of
those objects brought into the exchange in the first instance. Moreover, given the scarcity
characteris tic of humanity's estate in the material world, it was claimed that buyers would
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attempt to outbid, and sellers to underbid one another. Prices, or ratios of value of exchange,
would thus be equal to the inverse ratios of the quantities exchanged. In other words, modern
economists theorized that a market transaction brought about "equilibrium," when in its wake
there was no "excess" supply of or demand for a particular good. If there were such excesses,
prices would change to "clear" the market. An excess supply of one good, given its demand,
would result in a falling price and an increase in the amount demanded; an excess demand for
one good, given its supply, would eventuate in a rising price and a decrease in the amount
demanded.
In rigorously articulating a theory of market price, neoclassical theorists had taken,
however, only one step toward resolving the conceptual difficulties that so frustrated their
classical forebears. For the key issue remained as to how individuals determined the prices at
which they would offer or demand particular goods in the market. Given the failures of the labor
theory of economic value, in its various classical manifestations, the neoclassical theorists turned
resolutely to an exploration of subjective valuation as the means by which to resolve this core
problem in the development of their science. It was in this context that they developed the
notion of "utility" as a means by which to construct a theory of demand.
Reflecting upon the attitudes and perceptions of a model individual in a market, it quickly
became apparent to neoclassical investigators that the central issue for understanding demand
behavior had to with the relationship between sacrifice and satisfaction. In other words, for each
unit of a desired good, an individual had to sacrifice (i.e., pay) something. Since useful things
were not available in infinite supply, this seemed an obvious and inarguable conclusion. How
might some determinacy be lent to this insight? The answer lay in considering what operative
links might exist between consumption and satisfaction. By exposing those connections, a
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behavioral argument could be made concerning the attainment of satisfaction relative to the
sacrifices (i.e., the payments in exchange) necessary to its realization. l
For the individual, argued the neoclassical theorists, the consumption of a desired good or
service would yield a diminishing utility as more and more of the commodity was used. In other
words, each successive unit of consumption would yield less and less enjoyment as the
individual moved from the consumption of the first -- which would have filled the most
immediate and urgent desire -- to the last, after which satiation would set in. As one of the most
eminent of the neoclassical theorists, Léon Walras, argued, the intensity (or as he called it, the
rareté) of the last want satisfied by any given good was an inverse function of the quantity of the
good consumed. Put another way, the rareté of a commodity would increase as the quantity
possessed (or that is to say, consumed) decreased. li
Given two commodities in the marketplace, each partner to an exchange would, under the
neoclassical rubric, strive to attain a maximum possible satisfaction of their wants. They would
do so by seeking to maximize the utility (or, if you will, rareté) gained from a particular market
transaction. The limiting condition would be reached when any alteration in a completed bargain
would yield less satisfaction to its participants. Put formally, the criterion of optimality in this
case would be realized when the ratio of the intensities of the last wants satisfied by each of the
two goods in this hypothetical market (i.e., the ratio of their raretés) was equal to that first good's
price. lii
That this identity constitutes a threshold of "equilibrium" exchange is clear so soon as we
consider that a party to this exchange would find it to their advantage to sell the commodity the
rareté of which was lower than its price in order to gain another unit of the other commodity the
rareté of which exceeded its price -- all this in order to maximize one's total utility or satisfaction
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from exchange. Until and unless market arbitrage yields no further improvements in satisfaction,
rational economic agents will adjust their offers and demands in pursuit of a final state of repose
or "equilibrium." Relative equilibrium prices, in competitive and freely constituted markets,
would thus be equal to the ratio of commodities' raretés. Values in exchange would be
proportional to these raretés, and these raretés would only be defined with reference to a given
individual. Their subjective existence would be derivative of the objective circumstance that
utility is inversely related to the quantity of something consumed. Value in exchange,
represented by price, thus stood for a subjective realm of experience having to do with individual
needs and desires. It was this distinction between value in exchange -- as relative and objective - and rareté -- as subjective -- that was, for the new neoclassical theorists, a rigorous expression
of the puzzling classical distinction between exchange-value and use-value. liii
Of unique importance in appreciating the impact and distinctiveness of the neoclassical
transformation in economic theory was not its emphasis on rational human action. Quite the
contrary. In focusing on rational responses to the natural environment and the human world of
need and desire, the neoclassicals had, in many ways, actually recapitulated some of the most
compelling and intriguing concerns of the classical and pre-classical theorists. The special
significance of the neoclassical approach was its determined emphasis upon the choices and
decisions economic actors would make regarding the last (or "marginal") unit in a transaction. It
was not therefore the pursuit of rational objectives per se that set neoclassical arguments apart
from their classical antecedents, but rather the ways in which that rationality could be described,
explained, and measured that was crucial to the success of an intellectual project that sought to
overcome the failures of its forerunners. liv In the presumption of declining raretés, or of
diminishing utility in the consumption of each successive unit of a good or service, neoclassical
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economic theory found its true voice. Not inappropriately, therefore, do historians of economic
theory speak of this period in the history of the discipline as the era of the "marginalist
revolution."lv
*****

In their emphasis on decision-making in exchange relationships, and in particular on
choices made "at the margin," neoclassical theorists succeeded both in solving (or defining
away) certain, central dilemmas of classical theory and in articulating a new, focused, and
enduring object of investigation for their field. No longer an "inquiry into the nature and causes
of the wealth of nations," economics had become the study of the implications and applications
of a subjective theory of value for an understanding of the social world. Prices could be
understood as the exchange-ratios on the basis of which rational actors sought to maximize their
utility given the principle of diminishing marginal satisfaction. Understanding the exchange and
valuation of any useful thing or service could be framed within the context of this approach -- the
choices of a consumer in a grocery store, the decision by a worker about trading income (or work
time) for leisure, the assessment by an investor of the relative merits of assuming a given risk
(trading present consumption against future returns), the operational strategy selected by an
entrepreneur in production (comparing the prices and "utility" -- which is to say, the marginal
productivity -- of an extra unit of labor, tools, machinery, and raw materials). In both its
simplicity and its pervasive applicability, neoclassical value theory proved its worth. What
challenges emerged to its intellectual hegemony were linked either directly with the enduring
critiques associated with Marxian analysis or with historical circumstances, best exemplified by
the Great Depression of the twentieth century, that evoked powerful counterattacks from within

the discipline itself.

lvi
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Yet neoclassical theory endured and has continued to hold sway in economics ever since
its initial formulation. If anything, its appeal is greater now, in the early twenty- first century,
than in the years of its founding. This would suggest that the success of the marginalist
revolution had as much intellectual as it had social and political (and even bureaucratic)
components. In fact, one of the leading historians of the modern economics profession has
perceptively argued that the marginalist revolution is most profitably viewed in four ways: as an
autonomous intellectual development, as the product of philosophical changes, as the result of
economic and institutional changes in the western world in the late nineteenth century, and as
part of a powerful counterattack against Marxism and socialist politics at the time. lvii
There is, to be sure, no shred of historical evidence to support the idea that the
marginalist revolution was a conscious conspiracy to overthrow the tenets of Marxism -- at least
among its "founding fathers," Jevons, Menger, and Walras. Indeed, some intellectuals sought to
utilize the work of Jevons and Menger as a justification for socialism. By contrast, Walras
himself believed his theory to prove the "beneficence" of capitalist competition. Certain
followers of the marginalist tradition, including one of its leading practitioners in the United
States, held the approach to be an explicit and entirely persuasive critique of the Marxian theory
of exploitation -- to the extent marginalist analytics were applied to the problem of income
distribution. Yet, in the final analysis, it was not the specific findings of marginalist theory that
gave a simple blueprint for political action (of whatever stripe), but rather the approach itself that
was so consequential. lviii
Just as the new, marginalist approach in economics did not subsist in an historical
vacuum, so too was it not separated from peculiar social forces linked with the continued rise of
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professions (especially in the academic disciplines) at the turn of this century. Whatever the
philosophical and scientific foundations of marginalism might have been, its success owed a
great deal to the process of professionalization that emerged in the economics field in the last
two decades of the nineteenth century. Independent of the specific political or ideological
objectives to which the findings of marginalist analysis could, by particular individuals, be
applied, the intellectual agenda it constructed went hand- in-hand with emergent efforts to make
social science the domain of experts rather than of activists and amateurs. lix
By the 1880s, concern with the status and legitimacy of economics was a decidedly
Anglo-American affair. On the eve of his 1884 move from Balliol College, Oxford to
Cambridge University, the eminent Alfred Marshall was determined that economists be trained
in theory "inaccessible to laymen" so that they would, as group, enjoy "a specialist voice in the
art of policy- making." In no small measure, Marshall's goals were those of garnering respect and
status within the academy and among political leaders; realizing them would depend upon the
ability of economists to "enhance the[ir] scientific authority . . . by keeping it clear of political
partisanship." The pressing need to do so was made obvious by the chaotic circumstances
surrounding British economics scholarship at the time and the disdain and attendant
embarrassment the field had suffered at the hands of other specialists. lx
Similar pressures made themselves felt in the United States. Although, as early as 1860,
"political economy" was a separate instructional field at several American colleges and
universities, "it remained closely linked to its parent [moral philosophy]." Throughout the
balance of the nineteenth century, the investigation and discussion of economic issues among
American "political economists" had proceeded along a strikingly moral plane focused on
reform. While this brought a great deal of vigor and passion to the discipline, it did not
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necessarily strengthen or sustain economists' ability to capture public attention and mold opinion
accordingly. Part of a larger movement among social science investigators to expand the domain
and role of their various dis ciplines in American higher education and American politics, late
nineteenth century economists confronted a constellation of challenges, intellectual and
professional. lxi
Perhaps primary among the intellectual crosscurrents with which "professionalizing"
American economists had to deal, by the 1880s, was the influence of the "German Historical
School." Unabashedly inductive in its approach, German historicism held all economic
generalizations to be relative judgments and, correspondingly, argued that "each economic
problem must be approached de novo." A most problematic methodological lesson was this for
it directly contravened the notion that experts, armed with an array of analytical weapons based
on deductive principles, could speak with singular authority on matters of economic interest. As
the turn of the century beckoned, academic economists in America increasingly came to the
conviction that only an "elaborate economic theory [could] embod[y] their claim to professional
skill and knowledge."lxii
With respect to the professional tests that faced this new generation of American
economists, there was first and foremost the need to secure academic institutional visibility and
acceptance. In large measure this project involved securing the liberation of "political economy"
from the theological frameworks, drawn from moral philosophy, that had in the United States
delimited its mid- nineteenth century emergence as a classroom subject. With that substantive
topical freedom, the discipline could also enjoy an independent faculty existence in the modern
college and university. Disciplinary independence would as well sustain the development of
professional venues for the sharing of research findings. lxiii
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Yet in every respect success in the achievement of both intellectual and professional
authority depended upon the informed acceptance of an agreed-upon standard of analytical
probity -- a set of doctrines and theories that would represent the very expertise that a new
profession could deploy. In the marginalist analytics of the neoclassical corpus, late nineteenth
century American economists were convinced they had that standard. The rapid acceptance of
marginalism, not simply among economists in their work but especially as part of the field's
teaching agenda, demonstrates that fact.
From 1893 to 1907, leading American economics textbooks increasingly utilized
marginalist analysis in the presentation of core ideas in the field. The main emphasis in these
works was to introduce students to the concept of marginal utility as a means to understand
market demand. By 1908, and carrying on for the next two and a half decades, authors extended
their use of marginalist ideas to embrace explanations of the distribution of income between
capital and labor -- this by means of the notion of marginal productivity. Toward the end of the
interwar period, "[b]oth marginal utility and marginal productivity had been accepted" as
essential parts of the introductory training of economics students -- as exemplified by their
utilization in the best known and most often used texts. These developments taken together
constituted a trend in the teaching of economics that continued well through the latter half of the
century. lxiv
Hand in hand with the articulation and dissemination of a new intellectual agenda went
the institutional (and professional) progress of the economics discipline. With the establishment,
in the course of the 1890s, of highly visible and highly regarded economics departments at the
University of Chicago, Columbia University, Harvard University, Johns Hopkins University, and
the University of Wisconsin, a crucial step in this professional self-realization had been taken.
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The founding of the American Economic Association in 1885 had, to be sure, presaged this
development. Part of a wider historical current, one that facilitated the emergence of a variety of
social scientific professional societies and faculties, the turn of the century (re)birth of American
economics was relatively swift and strikingly tenacious. lxv By the first decade of the twentieth
century, therefore, American economists were poised to pursue a project of professional
fulfillment that stood at the end of centuries of intellectual evolution in their discipline. Set in
intellectual and historical perspective, the role of the “marginalist revolution” in the construction
of their authoritative community of experts is made vivid and coherent.
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